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Put your healthcare data to work
Four ways interconnected algorithms help
drive business value
Introduction
Enterprise analytics can connect a health
plan’s growing collection of claims, clinical
and operational data to the critical insights
needed to drive business transformation and
value. But when health plans choose to bring
more of their analytics activities in-house,
existing approaches to enterprise analytics
may not be delivering information that is
consistent and trusted across the enterprise.
Building and maintaining analytics in-house
can consume valuable time and resources
that could be allocated to higher-value
activities — such as discerning business
needs and interpreting analytic data to deliver
user-friendly information. And deploying a
best-of-breed approach, in which different
analytic methods are licensed from different
vendors, can require payers to piece together
disparate methodologies — often resulting in
disconnected data and analytic context.

An analytics strategy that uses a suite of
interconnected algorithms — methods that
are pre-configured to build upon and enhance
one another — can help payers generate
consistent, reliable information more
efficiently and get maximum value from their
enterprise data.
Interconnected algorithms allow you to
drill down from a global, patient-level view
of healthcare data to episode-of-care and
claims-level views, providing the analytic
continuity you need to deliver trusted insights.

Depending on your reporting needs,
interconnected algorithms allow you to go
from an aggregated view to a granular view,
while maintaining analytic integrity and
consistency as you drill down into the data.
The result? A cohesive and transparent
approach to analytics:
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Definitions
Bundle: A payment concept
consisting of multiple related services
that may be paid at a grouped
level; may cross sites of service or
conditions

Episode: A series of IP/OP/Rx
treatments for a particular condition
for a specific person; e.g., all
treatment for a heart attack

Admission: A single stay in an acute/
subacute inpatient facility for a
specific patient

Event: A single outpatient encounter
with the healthcare system for a
specific treatment

Four ways interconnected algorithms help drive business value
1.
Streamline analytic
specifications

With disparate methodologies, there are
no standard specifications for important
factors such as how a disease is defined,
what constitutes an episode of care or which
metrics should be used.
Consider this: If a staff member from health
economics runs a disease staging model
licensed from one vendor, and a staff member

from care management runs a similar
legacy model developed in-house to identify
populations with major chronic conditions,
the criteria used to define the disease may
differ between the two methodologies. The
analytic outputs could be different as a result.
For example, patient counts and overall
associated costs can be different depending
on the specifications used by that report.

With interconnected algorithms, the methodologies build on and
enhance one another, and utilize the same logic to create consistent
criteria in each case.

2.
Mitigate reporting
disparities

Running reports across disparate methods
carries the risk of producing conflicting
analytics.
Consider this: In our previous example,
in which two different stakeholder groups
use disparate methodologies for population

identification of chronic diseases, the criteria
used to identify members with a certain
disease may differ across methodologies.
The analytic outputs could be different as
a result, which could in turn affect reporting
and business decisions.

With interconnected algorithms, you can move from an aggregate view to
the underlying individual claims quickly and transparently, accelerating time
to insight and increasing confidence in the information.

3.
Optimize analytic
and IT resources

When analytic and IT teams spend
valuable time and resources learning single
methodologies and manually connecting them
with each other, the entire organization can be
impacted.
Consider this: The layouts and formats
required for the input for each methodology
can be different — one might require person
ID first, then claim ID, then service date,
sorted in a descending fashion based on

service date; whereas another method might
require service date first, then person ID, then
claim ID, sorted in ascending order based
on person ID. With different methodology
inputs, the outputs can be different enough
that you may have to use multiple extract,
transform and load (ETL) procedures to merge
that output back into your enterprise data
warehouse.

With interconnected algorithms, analytic and IT teams can access a
single suite of algorithms, with consistent formatting for input and output
files, that don’t require manual intervention to piece together. This can
minimize training efforts, reduce onboarding time for new employees and
reallocate resources to higher-value tasks.

4.
Simplify vendor
management

With a best-of-breed approach, payers often
have to work with multiple vendors, manage
multiple relationships and keep track of
several different licensing agreements. This
can be frustrating, expensive and timeconsuming — as well as increase your risk of
producing conflicting information.

Consider this: When taking this approach,
you’ll likely need to have frequent contact
with multiple vendors to understand the
details of each methodology and manage
ongoing software updates.

With interconnected algorithms, you can work with a single vendor to
simplify the procurement process, streamline the receipt of product
information and updates, and scale your analytic solution as your
needs change.

The bottom line

Interconnected algorithms offer health
plans an integrated and efficient approach to
enterprise analytics.
With Flexible Analytics from IBM Watson
Health™, you can license the methodologies
you need, when you need them, from a suite
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of analytic methods that are designed to build
upon and enhance each other — helping you
deliver cohesive, trusted insights across your
organization.
To learn more, visit
ibm.com/watson-health/health-plan.
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